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A
Matter
Of Urgency

The Federal Communications Com-
mission (FCC) has set aside one .

channel for educational use in all
cable systems built since 1972 in the
top 100 TV markets. Use of the edu-
cational channel has been without
charge from the time subscriber
service is inaugurated until five years
after the completion of the cable
system's basic trunk line. The FCC is
presently reassessing whether or not
this channel allocation should be
continued. In most cities throughout
the nation, educators have failed to
program the educational channel that
ha; been set aside in their commun-
ity. It is therefore imperative that
educators have programming on the
air as rapidly as possible in order to
preserve this valuable resource.
Cable offers special opportunities for
state and local teachers associations
as an in-service education vehicle, as
a public relations medium, and as a
means of improving instruction in the
classroom. Cable can be a powerful
force in helping teachers teach.

I
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Why
This
Booklet?

Cable TV once again is capturing
the headlines. After a recession-
induced slowdown, the development
of this flexible new means of com-
munication is gathering momentum,
particularly in suburban and rural
areas where fewer TV channels are
available It will come also to large
cities when legal arrangements, now
in process, permit cable services for
which citizens are willing to pay, such
as first-run movies, plays, sports, and
local programming not carried on TV
stations.

Cable TV carp be a valuable asset to
education if it i planned and used by
those who and rstand the teaching-
learning proce s And that's the point.
This booklet is esigned to encourage
and assist imag native and creative
teachers, throu h their professional
associations, toassume leadership in
the development of a plan to capital-
ize on the educational potential of
cable TV in their respective com-
munities. Education by cable is a
reality in a numb r of communities.
Teachers should ave a voice in
planning its use. ow is the tim
while cable TV is young and while
educational access channels are still
availablefor teachers to take the
lead in shaping its destiny based on

.-.

what cable TV is, what it can doas an
educational tool, and what proced-
ures must be considered for pro-
ductive results. NEA stands ready
to help.I

Why Should
Teachers
Take The Lead?

Too often, innovations in education
are introduced without teacher in-
volvement in planning. Yet teachers,
more than any other segment of the
educational community, know best
the learning needs of students, and
what works and what does not The
begin ning status of cable TV offers
an unusual oppdrtunity for teachers
to get in on the ground floor in guid-
ing the educational uses of this new
technology.

Teachers associations are a logical
choice to develop a plan of action,
assess how and what cable TV can
contribute to education, outline pro-
gram possibilities to meet learner
and teacher needs, design procedures
to bring together all those who are

.c

!Teachers in communities where (.able
franchises are still being negotiated are
referred to NEA's publication CABLE
TELEVISION FRANCHISE PROVI-
SIONS FOR SCHOOLS For additional
information. write to NEAInstruction
and Professional Development, 1201
Sixteenth Sheet, N W., Washington, D C
20036.
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needed for the implementation of the
plan administrators, cable TV
operators, student and community
representatives

By initiating a design for action,
teachers would become catalysts to
spark cooperative effort and generate
momentum among community
entities to bring the plan to successful
fruition.

What Is
Cable TV?

Cable TV is a community system
capable of distributing TV signals
over many channels (usually 20 per
system) through cables strung over-
head or placed underground Be-
cause the signals do not travel
through the air as is the case with
open-circuit TV-, ttlere is virtually no
interference and a clear, stable TV
picture is obtained. A cable system
can transmit signals from local VHF
a nciCIHF stations, and it car) also
importsignals from distant stations
beyond usual reception limits

A ca ble operator, in return for the
expense of installing high antennas
to pick up station signals and install-
ing cables over which the signals are
distributed, charges a fee, usually $6
to $9 per month, to link the system to
locations where the cable services
are desired homes, schools,
libraries, hotels, and industries. The
cable company also may offer special
attractionssports events, plays,

4

first-run moviesfor an additional
fee. The latter is called pay cable or

-pay TV.

The financial arrangements where-
by schools are linked to cable systems
vary among communities, and are
mentioned later:

The link connecting a school with
the ca ble is only part of the necessary
hardware. In order for classrooms
and other locations within a school
to receive cable TV programs, there
must be an internal closed-circuit
system linking classrooms to the
school antenna. Many schools
presently have such installations sO
that TV receivers can be plugged i to
the antenna. All that is needed, th n,
to connect schools in the commyy ity
into a -network is a link to the main
cable trunk line.

It is important that teacher ssocia-
tions, in their plans for cabl V,
explore with cable TV oper tors the
possible technical arrang ments for
distribution of school pr grams on
the cable. Teachers my t know what
time is available, wh er programs
will be distributed I lye or pre-re-
corded, from whayori9ination points,
and whether sch of Studios can be
"patched" into e system. The de-
cisions will d end, in part, on the
technical c abAties of both the
school an syAem installations.
These tters must be considered in
th e ers association's exploratory
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Why ShouldShould
Schools
Use Cable?

A cable TV system is capable of
offering schools additional channels
for the distribution of programs and
other information. Therefore, it can
expand the number and variety of
programs available, at more flexible
times than are possible on a one-
chann el, open-circuit TV station
Cable TV does not replace open-
circuit instructional TV, where it
exists, cable TV simply increases the
availa ble options. .

In addition, programs produced by
and for teachers and students, on
their own equipment (small cameras
and videotape recorders) can be
distributed over the cable since the
technical requirements of the Federal
Communications Commission for
open-circuit broadcasting do not
apply. ItIsimple language, this means
that the large, cumbersome, and very
expensive cameras and videotape
recorders required for a TV station's
studios are not required for cable-
casting. Thus, schools can use less
expensive and more maneuverable
equipment, including the new porta-
pak recording units, available for
either black-and-white or color
production.

Another advantage of the cable
linkage to schools is that school
studios, even simple ones, can be
"patched" into the system so that

programs can be exchanged among
schools on the cable. This capability
is not immediately available but
should be provided for in planning
for the future Actually, the cable
makes possible a school network
that may include one or more school
districts.

As the state of the art progresses,
there will be two-way audio', and
eventually two-way video, to permit
discussions between school viewers
and the teacher or specialist originat-
ing the program. :

The se capabilities offer a wide
spectrum of applications to the
teaching-learning process. Many
teachers will recognize the potential
benef its and will use cable TV in
appropriate, creative ways

How Can
Cable TV
Serve Teachers?

It is important that teachers deter-
mine among themselves how cable
can help them fulfill their own unmet
needs for professional development
Of high importance also is how cable
can serve the needs of the National
Education Association (1) by creating
a greater public awareness of the
NEA's program and objectives and
(2) by providing a means to obtain

6
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a balanced assessment of the critical
issues facing education in our time.
Some specific suggestions follow:

1. Professional Development

a. Teacher centers on the cableA
local teachers association might
consider activating, through the
local school district and the local
cable operator,a weekly teacher-
centered teaching center on the
cable. The emphasis, of this pro-
posal is on the need for practicing
teachers to determine the content
of their own professional devel-
opment A user-developed, user-
evaluated airborne teacher
center would be a unique ex-
periment for cable. Possible
program features of such a series
could include.

( 1) teachers' telephoning in
problems or questions to be
solved or answered on the
cable by a panel of experts
(their peers, specialists,
administrators, parents).
Specific topics would be
featured at certain times. -
Questions could also be
mailed in advance.

(2) short, tightly organized
programs that highlight
teaching skills especially
needed by teachers

(3) in-depth analyses of the
tensions of teaching

(4) interviews with guest
teachers an'd other experts

requested by the viewing
audience

(5)'exchanges of ideas between
teachers on "what works for
me in the classroom,"

b Televised open-learning courses
for creditUnder the sponsorship
of the local teachers association, a
course might be offered for credit
on cable TV by the local or regional
university on a topic,(or topics)
agreed upon by the association,
with financial participation by the
local school district

c. Programs by and for teachers in
which teachers demonstrate
effective teaching strategies and
exchange good classroom
practices, such as ways of:
... dealing with problems con-
cerning discipline and violence
.. improving human relations in

the classroom setting

.. promoting inquiry and im-
proving questioning skills
.. increasing insights and com-
petencies in the teaching of
reading
.. using video recordings for
self-evaluition
... using instructional media
with maximum effectiveness.

2. Association
Programs
on the Cable

a. An "Association Hour" on the
cable giving highlights for

6
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teachers of association activities,
the NEA annual meeting,
discussion of resolutions and
policies, and an exchange of
information about activities of
local UniSery units

V b. A televised round table on
eir "Critical Issues in Education,"

utilizing local panelists to react
to a film sequence from NEA
Central in Washington or from
other sources. Panelists could
include teachers, students,
parents, and com munity leaders.

c. "Law and the Tea cher" a series
of programs on cable to acquaint
teachers with the implicatiOns of
federal and state laws affecting
teachers and teacher practices
on such urgent to pics as copy-
right, educational neglect, child
abuse, tenure, and a variety of
other important issues.

d. A locally produced series by
teachers aimed at enhancing the
image of the teacher as a person,
as a citizen, and as a politician.
Programs would include inter-
views with sparkling teacher
personalities, film footage of
good teachers at work, inter-
views with people on the street,
etc.

How Can
Cable TV
Serve Students?
1. Productions by Students

Cable offers teachers an enormous
opportunity to encourage students

to think creatively about the uses
of the TV camera and the videotape
recorder in producing their own
student-made productions for
presentation on cable systems
Student video clubs have already
been formed in many schools, and
exchanges of videotapes are
already under way between a
number of these clubs. If video
porta-pak equipment is not
available in a given school, such
equipment might be borrowed
from a neighboring school or from
the central educational media office
of the school district to get program
production under way. Often stu-
dents who are not interested in
schoolwOrk per se will suddenly be
"turned on" when given the oppor-
tunity to set up lights, connect
microphones, operate a camera,
design artwork, or participate in a
program to be aired on the local
cable system. This aspect of edu-
cational cable TV provides valuable
experiences in career education

Many potential dropouts have
completed high school and entered
post-high school electronics insti-
tutes as a result of such small,
exciting beginnings. Teachers
associations might capitalize on
the career education values in-
herent in student involvement in
both the technical and program-
ming aspects of cable TV
production.

7
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Student vide !orations are
also under way with i easing
success at the elementary and
junior high school levels. A direc-
tory is available listing schools in
done part of the nation that have
paired with schools in another part
of the nation to exchange student-
made productions. The directory
also lists schools that are seeking
to exchange videotapes with other
schools.

In addition to student-made
productions, teen-age students
may be helped by viewing profes-
sionally produced, open-ended
dramatizations in which problem
is faced and a decision must be
made. The program ends at the
point of decision making. Topics
that students have requested for
inclusion in such a series include
drugs, drinking, sex, gettjng along
with parents, dropping out of
school, etc. Such a series, by and
for students, may provide a basis
for livelydiscussions at home, at
club meetings, etc.

=Kathleen U Busick, Project Coordinator
STUDENT VIDEO EXPLORATIONS.
Report and Directory to Schools Exchang-
ing Half-Inch TV Tapes With the assist-
ance of the Association for Educational
Communications and Technology; Don
Wylie, President, Division of Telecom-
munications. First edition. Washington,
D C Association for Educational Com-
munications and Technology, February
1975,

2.Instructional Programs for
Students In and Out of Schools

The association's-role in instruc
idnal programming in the class- ,

room is usually limited to causing
others to produce quality pro-
grams. If the school district does
not present instructional television
opportunities as part of its curricu-
lar offerings, the association might ,

well include this in its negotiations
package. Teachers in those schools
that have instructional program-
ming on the cable or on public
broadcasting channels frequentjy
point out the value of such prod
grams in expanding student /
horizons and in providing high
quality learning opportunities to
meet specialized learning needs of
students. Typical of such programs
are the following:

programs to help children learn
another language and to learn ,'
about cultures other than their own

... career education programs de-
signed to introduce students to
exciting career opportunities,
including those open to children
with specific physical handicaps

... curricular offerings for deaf
children with captions or sign
language superimposed or added

... presentations for homebound
children with two-way audio be-,
tween student and teacher. Such
programs are especially adaptable
for cable use.

8
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... metric education for students at
all levels in anticipation of a future
transition to the metric system in
the U.S.'
... student exploration of corn=
munity improvement to arouse
citizen support for cleaner streets,
creation of playlots, urban renewal,
highway safety, teen-age recreation
facilities, and other local causes.
Such programs also lend them-
selves to student -Video produc-
tions.
, .. disease prevention through
information on immunization
campaigns
... consumer education series for
high school students. simple "how
to do it" programs, e.g., opening a
bank account, making loans
... programs to inform students on
crises and to rally support for find-
ing solutions to problems concern-
ing food, energy, the economy, and
ecology.

How Can
Cable TV Serve
Parents And Other
Community Members?

CableYV offers excellent oppor-
tunities for programs to help citizens
better understand the objectives and
activities of the schools and thereby
gain taxpayer support. Such pro-
grams will not only help parents and
schools but will also attract additional
subscribers to the cable system.

Typical programs might include:

... for parents of preschool

children, presentations to help
them with preparation of their
children for school-, health and
growth needs, etc.

... for parents of school-age
children, discussions and demon-
strations to help their children get
the most out of school (attempting
to overcome the problem of parent
apathy abouf their children's
education)

... student performances in musk,
art, science, dance, drama

student sports activities tele-
vised for community viewing

... panels of teachers, parents,
students, and school officials to
answer questions phoned in to the
studio on such matters as new cur-

. ricula, report cards, discipline, and
other topics of concern to parents

... discussions of needs of schools
to head off budget cuts and justify
budget increases.

Cable can also present pro rams
that are helpful to parents oy young
children in their "parenting roles
and in better understandi g the child-
rearing process.

Are Teachers
Expected To
Become
Program Producers?

Noand yes eachers are not
expected to oduce programs that
are to b red for the general public
on cab e systems. (Those programs

9.
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for the most part require skill and
expertise by individuals profes-
sionally trained in television
production.) Although the great
majority of teachers will not become
producers, even the most talented
need some grasp of the simple but
important fundamentals of TV pro-
d uctio n if they are to plan programs
of substance and impact. In some
instances where equipment (cameras,
videotape recorders, microphones,
etc.) is available in schools, teachers
find themselves in the role of
producer, with results worthy of
distribution over the cable.

Teachers are in a position to
suggest the kinds of programs that
will help students learn. And teachers
should select the peopleexperts
from many fieldswho could present
most effectively the material, infor-
mation, or learning experience
desired A teacher from one qiNEA's
local or state associations who may
have achieved outstanding results in
the field of reading, or the skills of an
outsta nding reading specialist from
a local university might be tapped to
present a cable series. Or a parent
who is both a scientist and a gifted
comm unicator might be willing to
present an exciting series of demon-
stratio ns. Or the teachers might call
on a local teacher of the deaf to
accompany a presentation with
simultaneous sign language for deaf
students. These are a few examples
of how teacher associations-may
identify useful program content arid

may tap community resources for
quality presentations.

Teachers also should explore the
possibilities for students to "do their.
own thing."The drama coach may
want to record on videotape the
student enactment of a play for eval-
uation by the cast and then, when the
dramatization is perfected, offer the
tape for cable distribution to other
schools and to other subscribers.
Teachers of racially and culturally
mixed classes may conduct a par-
ticularly significant "rap session" on
racial and cultural understanding that
would be valuable for students in
other schools. These are not the
usual studio productions. They are,
rather, student activities that can be
recorded on school equipment, by
student operators, and then distri-
buted on the cable. The school
making the recording may be
"patched" into the cable, or the video-
tape may be delivered to an origina-
tion point, in another school, or at
the origination point of the cable
operator.

Many schools with TV cameras
and videotape recorders have set up

to room to be used as a studio, with
plain walls for background. Usually
students find ways to improvise light
stands. And they construct flats from
large cardboard cartons that they
paiiit in attractive colors. Teachers
have been surprised and delighted at
the response of students to the
small, relatively inexpensive pieces

10
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of electronic'equipment and the ease
with which visuals can be created
inexpensively by students them- _

selves. Suddenly a studi6 is created,
and apathetic students becorilegager
impressarios. Skillful teachers use
such interest in motivating students
to learn.

Even if a trained production
specialist is available, much time and
energy will be saved if teachers and
curriculum specialists involved in
programming receive some produc-
tion training. Workshops planned by
and for teachers, with the help of
experienced TV producers, are
recommended. NEA can suggest
possible resource persons who might
be Available to help.

/
Workshops
for
Teachers

Workshops should include hands-
on experience with cameras, micro-
phones, lighting, and videotape
recorders in the production of simple
progra ms timed from b ginning to
end. These training ses ns should
involve not only teachers o basic
disciplines, but also those from
special fields. art teachers can learn
how to prepare titles, graphs,
drawings, charts, shop teachers can .

study set design And construction,

lighting and micro hone improvisa-
tion, music teachers can assist with
selection of background music, etc.
All may become motivated to present
exciting programs featuring their
respective subject areas.

in small school districts, the work-
shops may be held in one location.
In large districts the sessions prob-
ably will be more Manageable if they
are planned in each of the decentral-
ized, smaller areas of the school
system'.0ne or two teachers from
each school might be invited. They
will learn what cable TV is, its
possibilities as an educational tool,
the overall community plan envi-
sioned by the teachers association,
and some of the rudiments of TV
production. These teachers then will
relay the information to their
respective faculties, so that the plan
and its objectives will become known
throughout the school system.

It is from such workshops that
teachers with unrealized potential
have emerged to become skilled TV
teachers and producers. These
individuals may form a' production
base to assist with existing ITV for
the school district or they may initiate
production at the appropriate time as
the teachers association's plan
evolves.

ll
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How Does
eachers Association

Ge Started
In PrgWamming?

After the association has made the
decision to move ahead with pro-
gramming on th'e cabl workable
and educationally viable an of
operation should be developed to
avoid fractionated, ill-conceived
efforts that could lead to frustration,
delay, and waste.

Here are a few suggestions on how
to get started:
A. Appoint or activate an existing

overall communications committee
from the teachers association and
key representatives of the school
district, including the ITV coordi-
nA`tor if there is one. From this
committee set up subcommittees
of appropriate personnel to achieve
the committee goals:

committee for needs asess-
nent And program possibilities
to:
a compile a tentative list of

'association needs and goals
that might be served by cable
TV

b. frorn the above, devel Fist

of possible cable programs
and activities rele nt to ..
teacher/student n eds

c. outline possibl esources
expert teachers, specialists,
lay citizens,who might be
"talent for desired presenta-
tions"

can,vass association member-
shi0 to obtain their priorities
from the programs suggested

e determine the nature of the
series to be aired.

NOTE. This committee is listed
first because the human values
the "software"of educational
ca ble TV must be the primary
reason for the development of
the hardware.

2. A strategy committee to enlist
the support of school district
and community decision makers.
This might be A small Slit effec-
tive steering committee to:

a. present the envisioned plan to
the superintendent and/or the
administrative cabinet, with
facts to document the values.
NEA will help furnish
information on request

b. request the opportunity to
present the plan to.the board
of education or the appropriate
board committee.

3. A committee to develop com-
munity awareness for 'the series
which are contemplated. If could:

a inform,association members
through the a ssotatiEin news-
letter about the cable TV pro.-.
grams anticipated

b. arrange meetings with the
local parent-teacher associa-
tions, principals' groups, and
other community organiza-

12
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tions to inform them of the
plan, and obtain feedback.

B. With the support of the- superin-
tendent and the board, approach
the cable TV operator to explore:

. whether a free or reduced-cost
channel will be made available

. whether the time needed can be/obtained

... whether studio and production
personnel can be counted on

... whether film and slide projec-
tors will be available in addition to
cameras and microphones

... whether the schools and the
association's headquarters have
been linked to the cable system

... whether the cable readies all .,

sections of the city.

How
Does A Program
Get On
The Cable?

This question gets to the heart of
the matter. Presumably, at this stage

'-N of the plan the committee on assess-
ment of needs and program identifi-
cation hasdone its work. The
programs to be produced have been
indicated. Wise leadership will seek
out the services of a specialist trained
in production to help teachers plan
and produce desired programs. The
instructional television coordinator,
or a public TV station producer, may
fill this role. The teachers responsible
for preparing the content, along with

the ITV coordipatill plan how the
mesSage an-be presented interes-
t' , to what sequence, and with
what visuals photos, artwork, films,
Itdes, etc. A script is prepared. The

participants and materials are then
rehe sed in a "walk through" to
determ e the best use of time
(pacing) TQr impact. The program is
timed. Title are prepared, and
background music is selected.

At this point, the program ingredi-
ents are moved to the studio.
Lighting and microphones are set.
Camera shots are rehearsed. Students
may be assigned to flip the title
cards, start the background music on
cue, and operate the videotape
recorder. On cue from a designated
person, the whole operation begins.
The camera moves from the titles to
the opening of the program, and the
performer is cued to begin talking. At
the closing, the performer is given
time cues. Many performers prepare
a two-minute closing, and move to it
at the two-minute cue so that the
program ends smobthly.

The video tape then is evaluated.
If it is acceptable to all toncerned,
it is transported to the previously
agreed upon origination point for
distribution at the desired time.

Schedules of program topics and
times should be pftared and dis-
tributed.to teachers and schools well
in advance, so that teachers can plan
for effective utilization of ingruc-
tional television progrdms at school

13 14



or know when to watch association
programs at home.

NOTE: This section cannot be
,concluded without a special word on
program preparation. It is not enough
justloget something on videotape.
The end result should be of substan-
tial instructional value, interestingly
presented. Even with minimal
equipment it is possible to achieve
good audio and acce ptablOghting.
The camera work, even with One
small camera with a zoom lens
(which means that it can move from
wide angle to close-up shots) can
and should be smooth and in focus,
and should show clearly what the
performer intended. No one expects
a network extravaganza, and none
should be attempted., but sloppy
production is not fair to the medium
and to than it is capable of serving

I program planning
f the equipment,

ecialist or by a
e tech-

well Thoug
and intelligent u
whether by a traine
teacher who has learne
niques, are imperative.

Who Pays
For Education
Via Ca bleTV?

Good question! Obviously,
educational services by cable are not
free any more than are the services
of public broadcasting Stations.
However, there are a number of
options in developing operating
arrangements between schools and
cable operators. For example, cable
operators may offer cable distribu-

tion for school programs in exchange
for the use of a school studio during
hours when it is not in use.

Some cable companies previde
portable cameras and videotape
recorders (porta-pak) equipment for
student use in covering community,
activities for showing on the cable.
In a number of communities the
cable company turns over its produc-
tion facilities to the schools one or
more nights a week; in some cases
the students not only plan the
programs, they also operate the
equipmentcameras, lights, micro-
phoriesand create the artwork and
photography.

Good schoorprograms, regularly
produced, and used by both schools,
and homes, are welcomed by cable
entrepreneurs, because thesepro-
grams help the operators meettheir
responsibility for public service. they
also attract paying subscribers with
special interestsparents who gain

. insights on school activities, home
bound students, sports enthusiasts,
handicapped viewers, preschool
hildren and their parents.

e final analysis, most of the
costs o ble TV for education may
have to be 'rne by the schools. "

Cable is, how Jess expensive
than o pen-circuIt because
less expensive equip rit can be
used. But teacher time a 1 materials,
along with equipment purl e and
maintenance, must be (onside If
the facilities are planned and use

14
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well, the values received are at
bargain rates.

The FCC has been requiring that all
cable systems built since 1972 in
the top 100 TV market areas provide
of least one educational access
channel without charge from the
time subscriber service is inaugu-
rated until five years after the com-
pletion of the cable trunk line.
Currently, the FCC is reassessing its
regulations regarding access chan-
neleto determine whether to expand
or curtail the free use of channels for
education. It is possible that FCC's
current rules regarding educational .
access will Pe rri,odified or dropped.
Consequentlyrit is more important
than ever that educators make use of
the channels that'have been provid-
ed them. If educators have allowed
these channelsnow accessibleto
lie fallow, they may never again be
available for education. It is impera-
tive, therefore, that associations
begin programming now on the cable
system in their communities so that
educational channels won'tbe
forever lost to education.

If an association is in one of the
top 100 TV market areas and wishes
exclusive use of a channel for its
association's programs, it will need to
lease that channel from the cable
operator. The costs of such leasing
will vary from community to com-
munity, depending largely on the
degree of cooperation worked out
between the educator and the cable
entrepreneur.

If an association is not in one of
the top 100 TV market areas, it will
need to negotiate with the cable
operator for a free or reduced-cost
channel for its association programs.
Such channel would of course have'

/ to be shared with other educational
groups, schools, and colleges in the
area. Again, an association could
choose to lease an additional chanriel
from the cable operator exclusively
for its purposes so as to obtain the
time it most needs. Leasing a cable
channel would, in essence, be the
equivalent of having your own tele-
vision station for association use.

It is important that unreasonable
demands for free services not be
made on cable operators. The best
bet for getting the most for the least

.is by arriving at a plan together
wherein each party will share respon-
sibility for certain aspects of the
partnership. For example, where the
school system or locql college already-
owns TV productio'h facilities, the
cable system about to begin local
cablecasting may be a ready tenant
or lessee of production services. In
other cases theca ble operator may
have already constructed `a studio
facility for program origination on
the cable, and it will be the school
system that is interested in devel-
oping local programs for lt4wri use.

vi
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unommiL,

How Can
F;unds-Fdr-
Cable Services
Be Obtained?

School districts that are currently
using instructional TV already have a
precedent for the expenditure of
funds for this service. If the cable TV
plan promises to meet real needs, it
should not be difficult to gain finan-
cial support, at least for a beginning,
from several 'sources. However, in
'order to attract necessary funding, a
plan of substance and recognized
value must be carefully developed,
be presented in understandable
form, and be persuasive.

1. The school district that uses ITV
probably will agree to expand the
allocation for additional channels
cable TV, wiltprovide. They may
also be willing to assign specialized
personnel to assist the association
with production.

2. Agencies with specialThterests
such as handicapped: deaf, blind,
drug prevention, thegingmay
fund series for the benefit of these
special viewers.

3. The U.S. Office of Education
allocates grants for certain pro-
grams basic skills, staff develop-
ment, disadvantaged, equal
opportunity, bilingual, handi-
cap ped, to mention a few. Most
school districts have expert pro-
posal waters for special projects.

4. Local businesses and industries
often finance series related to
career education in their respective
fields.

5. Some foundations are interested
in supporting innovative experi-
ments, such as determining the
teaching-learning effectiveness of
cable TV programs designed to
improve achievement in reading,.

science, etc.

.1%

in

Conclusion

This is just a starter. Each state or
local teachers association interested
in taking the important step to
develop educational programs on
cable TV will need to evaluate the
local situation and determine the
most productive procedures.
Leadership for such an undertaking
will require vision,-courage, wisdom,
and a pioneer spirit But if teachers
don't move on cable TV, others will.
Now is the time. NEA stands ready to
help.

Develop a plan based on facts,
present it strategically, and guide its
implementation with and among
appropriate and cooperative agen-
ies. The community will benefit, its

teachers and its children most of all.
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